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A Year 2 Text (Age 6-7)

one time ago there was a king  called  king james the 
first. and the  catholics did not like him. and there was 
a bad man  called Guy Fawkes he  wanted  to  blow  the 
houses of parliament he  wanted  to  kill  the king  too . 
as well as the  catholics he hid 36  barrels  of gun  
powder  and he hid it. Robert catesby sent a letter to 
the king.



A Year 11 Text (Age 15-16)

Dear Editor,   I am writing to express my opposition to 
the article regarding “teenage tearaways” which was 
recently published in your newspaper.    I could not 
help but notice the considerable bias in the article but I 
read on, only to witness your reporter put words into 
your readers’ mouths sentence, after sentence, after 
sentence.



Our Questions

• How does children’s written language change as they 
get older?
• How is writing which receives high grades different 

from writing which receives low grades?
• How do these interact with the kinds of writing 

children are asked to do?



Our study: The short version…

• Our focus: development in the written language of 
school children in England.
• Our data: a corpus of school writing at Years 2, 5, 9 

and 11
• Our analysis: what sets of linguistic features occur at 

each level? How do these distinguish ages/levels of 
attainment? How do they distinguish text types?



The long version…



Our focus



What are we studying?

• Development in written language
• Development in written language



What are we studying?

• Grammar as a resource for making meaning
• NOT grammatical accuracy



Our data



The corpus
• Around 4,000 texts which students have already 

produced as part of their school work in English, 
History or Science
• From schools across England:
• Northern : Southern
• Urban : Rural
• Range of Socio-economic status



The corpus
• Writing produced towards the end of:
• Key Stage 1 (Year 2; approx. age 7)
• Key Stage 2 (Year 6; approx. age 11)
• Key Stage 3 (Year 9; approx. age 14)
• Key Stage 4 (Year 11; approx. age 16)

• At a full range of attainment levels



Transcription

• Transcribed by a team of assistants
• Formatted according to TEI-guidelines



Our analysis



1. Identifying features of relevance

• Systematic literature review of studies comparing 
children’s writing across age groups/levels of 
attainment/text genre
• Initial search yielded > 8K potentially relevant texts
• Manual filtering reduced to 468 relevant texts
• Currently reviewing and classifying c.1,000 features



2. Determine statistically which feature co-
occur/mutually avoid each other

• Identify and count features
• Conduct factor analysis, with texts as cases and 

features as variables
• Identify dimensions (factors) which best capture the 

variability across the texts



3. Interpret co-occurring/mutually avoiding 
features as dimensions (re-contextualization)

’Academic orientation’
+ Avg. syllables per word
+ Nominalizations (-tion, -ment,       

-ness, -ity)
+ Academic words
+ Passive verbs
- Median word frequency
- Imageability score

‘Spoken style’
� Mental state verbs (appreciate, care, 

feel, etc.)
� Conversation verbs (get, know, put, 

etc.)
� First person Singular Pronouns
� Noun/verb ratio
� Attributive Adjectives

(Deane & Quinlan, 2010)



4. Position texts on the dimensions

• Position texts along each dimension: are there significant 
differences between school years, attainment levels, 
genres?
• C.f. Deane & Quinlan (2010): 

• Academic Orientation positively correlated with grade
• Spoken style negatively correlated with grade



Additional analyses

• Separate multidimensional analyses for each year group: 
do the features which co-occur differ across ages?
• Cluster analysis, grouping texts according to use of features 

from the dimensions: is a grammatical categorization of 
texts similar to a situational/functional categorization?
• Score texts on dimensions from studies of adult language: 

how do they compare to mature language use?



Current issues

• Transcribing young children’s writing





Current issues

• Transcribing young children’s writing
• Reliably identifying linguistic features 
• Understanding ‘attainment’ ratings
• Developing a user interface



“As much mud in the streets as if the waters had but newly retired from
the face of the earth, and it would not be wonderful to meet a
Megalosaurus, forty feet long or so, waddling like an elephantine lizard
up Holborn Hill.”



“As much mud in the streets as if the waters had but newly retired from
the face of the earth, and it would not be wonderful to meet a
Megalosaurus, forty feet long or so, waddling like an elephantine lizard
up Holborn Hill.”

✗ ROOT (VBD) = lizard ✗ NSUBJ(retired, mud)
✗ DOBJ(lizard, Hill) ✗ ADVCL(lizard, retired)



Current issues

• Transcribing young children’s writing
• Reliably identifying linguistic features 
• Understanding ‘attainment’ ratings
• Developing a user interface



Future prospects: Developing the GiG corpus

• Developing the collection:
• Other UK nations; stronger demographics; representation 

across disciplines; EAL learners
• Hand-annotating of key features
• Contextualizing features
• Consistent quality ratings
• Developing teacher/learner corpus interface



Future prospects: Comparison with other 
contexts

• School - university
• Different national contexts
• English - other languages
• L1 English - L2 English
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